Multi-Channel Strain
Measurement
Q.Series A116 and A146
Best in Class

Structural Analysis on All Kinds of Engineered Assemblies

Multi-Channel Strain Gauge Application
Gantner Instruments specializes in data acquisition of mechanical measurements in automotive,
aerospace and civil engineering. The Q.series product range offers best performance in multichannel strain gauge application. Besides the multipurpose modules for strain gauge and inductive
bridges in carrier frequency and DC technology, two dedicated modules for multi-channel
applications are available.

Q.series A116

Q.series A146

 -channel strain gauge full, half and quarter
8
bridge 120 Ω and 350 Ω

16-channel strain gauge quarter bridge 350 Ω

Bridge excitation 2 V and 4 V

Shunt resistor on each channel

Shunt resistor on each channel
Input ranges 2000 µm/m and 20000 µm/m
Sample rate 10 kHz

Bridge excitation 2 V
Input ranges 2000 µm/m and 20000 µm/m
Sample rate 10 kHz
Accuracy 0.05

Accuracy 0.05

Cable influence compensation

Cable influence compensation

Available for …
standard rail mounting
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19“ racks

portable systems

No Deviation with Long Cable Runs

Eliminate Data Skew

Due to the size of the test specimen, long cables
runs are sometimes unavoidable. The Q.series’
3-wire, quarter-bridge circuit compensates for the
drop in excitation voltage, even with cable lengths of
up to 120 m. A special method completely compensates zero and sensitivity effects.

Data skew in a multi-channel, distributed data
acquisition system is one of the major uncertainties
during a test program. The Q.series has a built-in
time synchronization with a maximum jitter of 1 μs.

Minimal Signal Drift

Selectable Input Ranges

Fatigue tests can run for several weeks up to several
months. Often during day and night. Variations
in ambient temperature are amongst the most
common causes of strain gauge measurement error.
The Q.series strain gauge module comes with a high
stability completion resistor of 0.05 ppm/K.

Non-destructive strain measurements are usually
within the range of ±2000 µm/m. In crack detection,
strain is generally 20000 μm/m or even higher.

Easy Scalability
You can very easily add 48 additional strain gauge
channels to a 128-channel system. You simply clip
three A146 modules on to the existing setup, read
in the configuration and start the measurement.
Synchronization is performed automatically. Also
zeroing hundreds of channels is accomplished in a
few clicks.

Based on the wide input span and the required
accuracy with small signals, it is necessary to select
the range (gain) according the optimal range/
accuracy relation. Detection of cracks is not possible
if the fixed range is too small. If the range is too
high, e.g. 50000 µm/m, an error of 0.1 % will result
in a deviation of 50 µm/m. It does not help to try to
“eliminate” this effect by using different excitation
voltages because small strain gauges attached to
a composite material do not accept a high excitation
voltage.
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